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Abstract
This article describes the oral rehabilitation of an 8-year-old girl with extensively affected primary and
permanent dentition. This report is unique in which distinct dental anomalies including enamel
hypoplasia, irregular dentin formation, taurodontism, hpodontia and dens in dente accompany unilateral
disturbance of abducens and facial nerves which control the lateral eye movement, and facial expression,
respectively.
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Introduction
Tooth development results from a dynamic
interplay between regulatory and structural
genes and environmental factors which imply
the possible vulnerability of these tightly
genetically controlled mechanisms to internal
and external insults (1, 2). Dependent on the
time of insult and its association to the
developmental stage of the teeth, different
disturbing factors can lead to some clinical
phenotypes. Varied types of insults can also
lead to responses modulating growth and
development which in turn can possibly affect

the development of the structure and function
of the nervous system. If these disturbing
factors simultaneously render their effects,
dental anomalies can accompany nervous
system dysfunction as seen in Möbius
syndrome (3), cerebral palsy and Sturge-Weber
syndrome (4). This case report presents a rare
condition of unilateral disturbance of facial and
abducens nerves with distinct dental
anomalies.
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Figure 1: Frontal view of the patient a) at rest, b) at smile and c, d) lateral views of the patient

Case presentation
An 8 year old female with good
socioeconomic status was referred to the postgraduate department of pediatric dentistry,
Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, Tabriz,
Iran, with the complaint of poor esthetics,
discoloration and sensitivity of the anterior
teeth and sensitivity of left first permanent
molar. The medical history revealed the

unilateral facial paralysis in right side (Figure 1).
Also, patient had been unable to move the right
eye from side to side for which had gone under
eye surgery 4 years ago; although, this feature
was not evident at this time, it implies the
possible disturbance of the VI cranial nerve.
The parents reported no similar case in the
family.
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Figure 2: Intra-oral views before treatment. a) Frontal view, b) left lateral view, c) right lateral view, d)
upper occlusal view, e) lower occlusal view

On clinical evaluation, teeth were in mixed
dentition stage with permanent molars in
Angle’s class I relationship. Patient had a
normal complement of teeth except that upper
right permanent second premolar, upper left
permanent canine and second premolar were
missing. The thickness of enamel was reduced
on upper left permanent central incisor, lower
right permanent central incisor and lower right
first permanent molar and enamel was chipped
off from some areas of the teeth exposing the
dentin. The surfaces of these affected teeth

were rough. Also, upper left permanent central
incisor showed signs of dens in dente.
Taurodontism was evident in all first
permanent molars except lower left one. In
primary dentition, upper right and left first and
second molars and lower right and left second
molars were affected. Irregular dentinogenesis
manifested as abnormal root, root canal and
pulp chamber morphology, was obvious in all
primary molars (Figure 2, 3).
The treatment plan was directed based on
patient’s age and needs. The preventive aspect
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Figure 3: Panoramic radiography of the patient before treatment

included diet and parent counseling and oral
prophylaxis using polishing brush. Fluoride
therapy was performed with NaF topical gel
(Sultan Healthcare Inc., Englewood, New
Jersey, USA) containing the standard 2%
fluoride as discussed by Knutson (5). The
original Knutson technique consisted of a series
of four applications provided at approximately
1-week intervals, with only the first application
preceded by a prophylaxis. lower Left first
permanent molar
was
restored
with
preformed stainless steel crowns (3M,
Unitek, USA) of appropriate size. Crown
preparation was done by minimal proximal
reduction and odontoplasty of the enamel
peaks of the occlusal surface. The crown was
cemented using a luting resin modified glass
ionomer cement (3 M ESPE, USA) after
confirmation in occlusal relations. Upper right
first and second primary molars underwent
optimal pulp therapies. Then, upper right first
and second primary molars and lower left first
primary molar received preformed stainless
steel crowns (3M, Unitek, USA) of

appropriate sizes in the same procedure as
explained before.
After considering the age of the patient, the
anterior affected teeth were decided to be
restored with direct composite veneering
using deproteinization technique. The teeth
were prepared, conditioned by rubbing sodium
hypochloride 5.25% for 1 minute and rinsed.
Acid etching was done using 37% phosphoric
acid (Scotchbond, Dentsply, USA) for 15
seconds. The single bottle adhesive (Prime
and Bond NT, Dentsply Caulk) was applied
and light cured for 40 seconds. Resin
veneering (Esthet-X, Dentsply) was done by
appropriate shades using stratified layer
technique. Upper left first primary molar and
lower right first primary molar received
preventive resin restorations (Figure 4) and
monthly follow ups scheduled to monitor the
efficacy of the treatments and evaluation of the
other teeth which will erupt.
Discussion
This case report presents a rare condition of
unilateral disturbance of facial and abducens
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Figure 4: Intra-oral views after treatment. a) Frontal view, b) left lateral view, c) right lateral view, d) upper
occlusal view, e) lower occlusal view

nerves with distinct dental anomalies. The
patient showed unilateral facial nerve paralysis
in right side and history of inability to move the
right eye from side to side which resembles
some manifestations of Möbius syndrome. This
syndrome is a congenital disease resulting from
the underdevelopment of the VI and VII cranial
nerves (3) which control the lateral eye
movement, and facial expression, respectively
and have tooth anomalies as an accompanying
feature (6). Although the Möbius syndrome can

be considered as a differential diagnosis, there
are significant differences which distinguish
these two conditions such as absence of Limb
and chest abnormalities and strabismus which
are present in Möbius syndrome and presence
of several dental abnormalities other than
enamel hypoplasia and missing. Also this
syndrome have some facial characteristics such
as expressionless face, retraction of the upper
lip due to muscle shrinkage, difficulty in
breathing and/or in swallowing, frequent
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drooling and increased occurrence of the
symptoms of autism which cannot be traced in
this case (3, 6, 7, 8).
The patient also manifested multiple dental
anomalies in both dentitions. Observed dental
anomalies in this patient result from
interruption in dental developmental stages of
initiation (missing teeth), histo-diffrentiation
(enamel hypoplasia and irregular dentin
formation) and morpho-diffrentiation (Dens in
dente, tuarodontism) in related teeth. Also,
existence of different chronological formation

and calcification times in each type of teeth and
extensive disturbances in different tooth
groups implies that the disturbing factors were
present in the pre-natal and early post-natal
period in this patient.
Summary
This report addressed the oral rehabilitation
of a patient with unilateral disturbance of facial
and abducens nerves accompanying distinct
dental anomalies.
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